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We’re finally here and just like all the other times I’ve seen this show,
it still doesn’t feel all that big. Nothing on the card really stands out
above the rest as some major match, but instead we are getting a bunch of
important matches at once. That isn’t a bad thing, but it did make for
kind of an odd setup. Let’s get to it.

The opening video talks about the history of the show….and then the DX
logo pops up as we talk about DX vs. the McMahons, followed by everything
else.

Rey Mysterio vs. Chavo Guerrero

They’re fighting over Eddie Guerrero’s memory, so we look at both videos
from Smackdown, focusing on both of their relationships with them. So
yes, it does come off as a pay per view match based on people arguing
over who was Eddie’s real best friend. This is also Chavo’s return from
retirement, despite the fact that he was on almost every TV show since
retiring. Rey hammers away to start fast as JBL goes on a rant about the
Guerrero family as only he can.

Chavo tries a shoulder breaker but gets sent outside, where he manages to
avoid Rey’s dive. Chavo’s dive connects and it’s time to choke away back
in to the corner. Rey comes back out of another corner and kicks away at
the leg, only to be sent head first into the buckle. The fans chant for
Eddie as Rey is knocked outside but comes back up top, right next to
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Chavo. They both hit a big facebuster back to the mat and it’s a bit of a
breather. Rey is back up with a kick to the head and there’s the 619.

Chavo counters the seated senton though, meaning Rey has to hurricanrana
him over the top for a double crash to the floor. Cue Vickie Guerrero to
yell at Chavo and slap him in the face. Rey takes him down with a dive
and they head back inside to exchange Three Amigos each. It’s Rey going
up top but Vickie crotches him down, allowing Chavo to hit a brainbuster.
The frog splash finishes Rey off.

Rating: C+. The match was good, as you would expect from these two, but
egads the battle of these two over Eddie’s memory was hard to watch. I
know it’s the logical way to go, but at the same time it feels like it’s
being designed to set up some big Eddie return, which doesn’t seem that
likely. I’m sure we’ll be seeing more of these two together and hopefully
that does not include hearing Eddie’s name every fourth word.

Queen Sharmell and King Booker are ready to face Batista but here are
Edge and Lita to interrupt. They argue over who is the most powerful
couple, with Booker calling him a squire. The champs make a bet: if Edge
loses his title, he has to kiss Booker’s feet but if Booker loses his
title, Booker he has to be Edge’s servant. I’m still not sure if these
champion vs. champion scenes matter quite as much as WWE thinks they do.

ECW World Title: Big Show vs. Sabu

Big Show is defending under ECW Rules. Sabu chairs him down to start and
hits a quick Arabian facebuster for two. Show isn’t having that and
knocks both Sabu and the chair down. The bearhug goes on for a few
seconds, followed by a fall away slam to send Sabu flying. Sabu finds
another chair though and knocks Show silly, followed by a top rope chair
shot to do it again. It’s table time, but first Sabu hits a top rope
bulldog. Sabu drives him through the table in the corner but Show is
right back up to run him over.

A Vader Bomb connects, with Sabu rolling outside as Show grabs the steps.
Two sets of steps are thrown in and a table is bridged between them. Sabu
uses the breather to climb onto the table, which falls down, then reset
it and DDT show through it for….well nothing as he doesn’t bother to



cover. Instead, Sabu sets up another table and is quickly chokeslammed
through it to retain Show’s title.

Rating: C. They did what they had to do well enough here, as they didn’t
stay out there too long and had Sabu use all of his weapons to cover up
all of the issues. I’m not sure how much of a doubt there was about who
was leaving as champion, but now I’m curious to see who is next for Sabu.
This could have been much worse so I’ll call that a win.

We look at Layla winning the Diva Search.

Layla comes into the locker room where some of the women brag about her
cover on a magazine. Trish Stratus goes on a rant about what everyone
else had to do to get here. But it’s ok because Layla is one of them now.
Then they take her into the shower and soak her for her initiation. I
know the idea of a bunch of Divas in the shower is a simple concept, but
it loses its steam when they are in their usual clothes.

We recap Hulk Hogan vs. Randy Orton. Legend meets Legend Killer, who was
also hitting on the Legend’s daughter.

Randy Orton vs. Hulk Hogan

They lock up to start with Hogan shoving him down to hit the posing.
Orton has some more luck with a headlock, but he gets shoved away again
without much effort. Hogan powers out of another headlock and shoves
Orton down again but this time Orton gets in a cheap shot and stomps
away. You don’t try to ram him into the buckle though as Hogan blocks the
shot and hammers away in the corner, as only he can. A thumb to the eye
and more right hands set up a clothesline to keep Orton in trouble.

There are the back rakes as JR talks about Hogan’s heeling days in the
AWA. Orton bails to the floor where he grabs Hogan’s knee and rams it
into the apron. Back in and the circle stomp keeps Hogan in trouble but
he ducks the high crossbody. The big boot misses though and Orton nails
the dropkick. The RKO connects for three but Hogan’s foot is on the rope
just in time. There’s the Hulk Up and the big boot into the legdrop
finishes Orton.



Rating: D+. I’m always going to be a Hulkamaniac but what in the world
was this? Hogan comes in, shrugs off almost everything Orton has, and
wins in about eleven minutes? It’s a feel good moment and such but this
serves Hogan and Hogan only, which makes me think he probably had a lot
to do with the decision. Orton could have used this win and while it
won’t destroy him, the loss doesn’t exactly feel like the smartest move.
The match wasn’t even that good, as Hogan dominated for the first half,
got beaten down for a bit and then went to the finish with some pretty
limited drama.

Posing ensues post match.

Melina gives Mick Foley a pep talk but Mick is worried about
the kind of mood Flair is in. She also doesn’t want Foley to
lose and damage her reputation as the manager of champions.
Foley is fired up too though and seems ready to go.

Mick Foley vs. Ric Flair

I Quit match so Foley brings in a trashcan full of weapons.
Foley starts fast and hits the running knee in the corner. The
Mandible Claw goes on about a minute in but Foley lets go to
ask Flair if he quits. Since Flair can’t speak at the moment,
Foley puts barbed wire around Mr. Socko, allowing Flair to
grab him low. Flair puts on the barbed wire Socko and chops
him out to the floor.

There’s the big whip into the steps but Foley grabs a barbed
wire board to hack Flair up as well. The fans sound like they
want fire as Foley chokes with a boot. There’s another barbed
wire board shot to the face and then one to Flair’s back but
he still won’t quit. Flair is COVERED in blood and Foley
pouring out the thumbtacks isn’t going to make it better.
Foley slams him onto the tacks but Flair still won’t quit, so
let’s bring in a barbed wire baseball bat.

Thankfully Flair gets in a low blow and sends Foley shoulder
first into the post. Flair hits Foley’s arm with the bat but
Foley won’t quit, even with threats of Flair killing him. A



big shot knocks Foley off the apron and into the Nestea
Plunge, onto a trashcan for a cushion. The trainer comes out
to say Foley can’t continue but Flair isn’t having that.
Instead he throws Foley back inside, sending him right through
the thumbtacks.

Flair goes for the eyes with the barbed wire bat as Melina is
out here begging for mercy. The bat is driven into Foley’s
face so Melina throws in the towel to quit for him. Flair
kicks Foley low and demands that Foley be the one to quit.
With nothing else working, Flair grabs the bat and goes for
Melina, which is enough for Foley to quit.

Rating: B-. This one is likely going to have a lot of
different opinions, but the biggest problem is that I didn’t
exactly enjoy the match. Above all else, it was too violent
(and yes I know that was the point) for and there was so much
blood between two people who probably shouldn’t be doing this
to themselves anymore. Then there is the Melina thing which is
a real life friendship, but it came out of almost nowhere on
WWE TV. I get why Foley quit to save her, though it isn’t like
some big epic moment or friendship between the two. They did
what they were supposed to do, but it wasn’t something I could
really enjoy.

Foley is COVERED in blood and can barely stand.

The McMahons are warming up with Armando Alejandro Estrada in
their office. Estrada promises that Umaga will be there to
hold them against DX.

Smackdown World Title: Booker T. vs. Batista

Booker is defending. They take turns shoving each other into
the corner to start until Booker slaps him in the face. That
earns him a big push down so Booker chops away. It doesn’t
exactly work though as Booker grabs a Stunner over the to rope
and nails a hot shot to keep Batista down.



We hit the chinlock for a bit, with Batista fighting up for a
belly to belly. They head outside, where Sharmell slips Booker
the scepter to hit Batista in the face. Booker takes him back
inside to crank on the arm and then switches back to the
chinlock. The fans talk about a certain disease they claim
Sharmell has as Batista fights up to crotch Booker on the top.

It’s back to the floor with Batista being distracted by
Sharmell and sent into the steps. The Book End gives Booker
two but the ax kick misses, setting up a Jackhammer for two on
the champ. The Batista Bomb is loaded up but Sharmell comes in
for the DQ. You can’t even say it was a long match for that
lame of an ending.

Rating: D+. I’m not sure if you can call this a clash of
styles but they didn’t have much of a flow to the match and
the ending was even worse. This will set up a rematch on the
next pay per view but I’m not sure I want to see it again. The
match wasn’t the worst but it isn’t the kind of match I want
to see again. If nothing else, you would think the World Title
match would get more than eleven minutes but it doesn’t even
hit that, leaving this feeling like a match that they had
because it was required instead of something they wanted to
feature.

Post match Batista wrecks Booker again to set up the rematch.

DX is talking to someone in the men’s locker room. They seem
to have backup.

We recap D-Generation X vs. the McMahon, DX has tormented
Vince and Shane for months now so now the McMahons (and their
band of mercenaries, meaning Umaga and the Spirit Squad) are
dealing with this here.

Vince McMahon/Shane McMahon vs. D-Generation X

DX does their usual intro and we’re ready to go. Actually hold
on as the McMahons stay on the stage and send out the Spirit



Squad. DX dispatches them in a hurry so here are Mr. Kennedy,
Finlay and William Regal, who are beaten up after just a bit
more time. Now it’s Big Show to take Shawn out while the other
three beat up HHH on the floor. HHH gets put through the
announcers’ table and NOW the McMahons are willing to head to
the ring.

Vince slams Shawn down as we officially start, setting up
Shane with the jabs. The bosses take turns beating Shawn down,
though Shane is smart enough to hit the floor and stomp HHH
down. A double suplex sets up a Paisan elbow and Shane takes
HHH down again. There’s a Demolition Decapitator (JR: “They
think they’re Demolition.”) into a Hart Attack into a Doomsday
Device for two on Shawn, with Shane being stunned.

Shawn fights up and hits a double clothesline, allowing the
hot tag to HHH. House is cleaned in a hurry and Shawn beats
Shane up on the floor. Cue Umaga though and Shawn gets taken
out, leaving the McMahons to beat on HHH. With Umaga ready to
wreck DX even more, cue Kane to fight him to the back. HHH is
down in the corner as Shane loads up Coast To Coast but Shawn
is back up to superkick it out of the air. Sweet Chin Music
into the Pedigree finishes Vince.

Rating: ;C-. It was another nicely done story with the
execution lacking. As has been the case for the entire feud so
far, DX never felt like they were in trouble. Having the army
there helped a good bit and DX was at least down here, but we
are reaching kind of a goofy point where you can only throw so
many people before it stops mattering. An army of midcarders
is a big update over the Spirit Squad though so it’s a step
forward, but the match, again, wasn’t much to see.

A lot of celebrating ensues, with a trainer checking on Shawn.

We recap John Cena vs. Edge for Edge’s Raw World Title. Edge
cashed in Money in the Bank to win the title at New Year’s
Revolution but then Cena took it back at the Royal Rumble a



few weeks later Then Rob Van Dam took the title and Edge got
it back, with Cena giving chase. Edge slapped Cena’s father on
Raw, so you know it’s personal.

Raw World Title: John Cena vs. Edge

Edge, with Lita, is defending and loses the title if he is
disqualified. Cena wastes no time in shoving Edge hard into
the corner to begin the destruction. The referee has to cut
things off and Cena misses a charge into the post. That means
Edge can hammer away and send Cena outside for a nine count. A
spinwheel kick gives Edge two but Cena’s release fisherman’s
suplex gets the same. Cena gets tossed over the top and out to
the floor for a breather.

Back in and Cena misses a crossbody and we hit the chinlock. Cena
eventually powers out so Edge boots him in the face for two. Edge heads
up top and gets crotched, though he is fine enough to shove Cena down and
score with a top rope clothesline for two. The camel clutch goes on until
Cena fights up with a slam for the double knockdown. It’s Cena back up
with the Throwback and it’s time to pick up the pace.

Lita throws in a chair because she forgot the rules but Cena gets rid of
it just as fast. Cena fires off his clotheslines but Edge cuts him off
for two. Cena’s victory roll gets two so Lita gets on the apron, only to
get knocked down again. A double clothesline gives us a double knockdown
until Edge is up with the Edge-O-Matic for two.

The spear is loaded up but Cena counters into the STFU. Edge grabs the
rope, allowing Lita to slip him some brass knuckles. Cena doesn’t mind
and loads up the FU, which draws Lita in. Again, that’s fine with Cena
who puts them on his shoulders at the same time. Lita gets flipped down
but Edge slips out and uses the knuckles to the back of the head to pin
Cena and retain.

Rating: B. It’s the best match of the show, but that isn’t exactly
clearing a high bar. They were starting to feel things at the end before
the screwy finish but at least Edge got a pin instead of having Lita come
in for the DQ. Cena was starting to have the Superman vibe here as he was



fired up and unstoppable, which makes the ending seem a little more
impressive. They did well here, though the mic work is still the high
point of the feud.

Edge and Lita celebrate as Cena wakes up to stare down down and end the
show.

Overall Rating: C. I’m not sure if it’s the lack of one match standing
above the rest or the lack of anything really changing but I still don’t
care for this show all that much. It also doesn’t help that nothing
really jumps off the page as far as quality, leaving this to be a not
exactly memorable show. This felt like they were gearing up for their
next brand exclusive shows. That is a way to go, but then why should I
want to watch this? The show does feel big, but nothing happens here and
that leaves you with no real reason to watch it, which isn’t exactly what
you expect from a show usually this important.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

AND

Remember to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all of your
wrestling headline needs.
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